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Introduction To Responses and Answers 

Please note that my responses are personal and do not necessarily reflect the positions of my 
employer: Innovate UK, nor UKRI, nor other individuals in those organisations. 

The issues paper is a good piece of work which encapsulates a number of issues in a coherent way.  

Certain assumptions are made, which may be considered as a reasonable starting point, but I do not 
agree with some of those assumptions.  

I have answered the questions in order as I read through the document. Due to the interconnections 
of some subjects, I address some issues in advance of some of your questions in later sections. 
Rather than completely rewriting my answers, I refer back to my previous responses where 
appropriate. My apologies if this causes any issues.  

In order to navigate the document efficiently, the questions you posed are in order in black. My 
responses are all in purple. 

 

DEFINING A “REMOTE DRIVER” 

Q1: Do you agree with the following tentative definitions? 

(1) A driver is an individual who performs all or any of the following tasks: 

(a) steering (lateral control); 

(b) braking, removing a brake, or accelerating (longitudinal control); or 

(c) monitoring the driving environment with a view to responding to objects 

or events by exercising lateral or longitudinal control (provided that this activity is safety critical). 

No, I have to take issue with the word “individual”. This suggests that the driver must be a 
person. Our colleagues at CCAV are at pains to point out that the term “driverless vehicle” is 
incorrect as the ADS (Automated Driving System) is the “driver”. I agree. The points a), b) and 
c) below should also refer to an ADS. 

The point in c) is wrapped up in the legal responsibility for the Dynamic Driving Task (DDT).  I 
would argue that a human could have some activity in c) as written, but if the vehicle is being 
driven by an ADS, then the human should not have legal responsibility, whether present in the 
vehicle or remote.  

We should be careful that ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) are not confused with 
ADS. An ADAS may undertake a), or b) [or even c) as currently written], but should not be 
construed as a driver.  



Hence I propose that for clarity, a driver is a human undertaking a), b) or c), whereas an 
Automated Driving System is only a driver if it undertakes a), b) and c) and does c) with legal 
responsibility.  

 

(2) A remote assistant is not a driver if they do not exercise direct longitudinal or lateral control, but 
only advise an automated driving system to undertake a manoeuvre. 

Agreed.  

 

(3) For the purposes of this project, a “remote driver” is a driver who is outside the vehicle and who 
uses some form of wireless connectivity to control the vehicle (covering both in or beyond line of 
sight). 

This is your assertion for the project, and it is a reasonable and valid intent for you to do so at 
this stage, although I fundamentally disagree with the concept for reasons I will explain later.  

I would suggest that a “remote driver” (with legal responsibility for the dynamic driving task 
[DDT]), can only be within direct line of sight of the vehicle and must have direct sight of the 
intended path of the vehicle. In this case the speed should be limited to walking pace, and the 
vehicle should come to a direct halt if the remote driver releases the controls or if there is any 
communication drop-out. The logic for this is that the driver can enter the vehicle and resume 
normal driving in the case of any control issues.  

I do not agree that any responsibility should lie with a remote “driver” beyond the line of sight, 
at higher speeds or across any indirect wireless communications. At certain points, I believe 
the points you make are valid for a remote assistant or remote operator, so I make it clear that 
this is what I mean at those points. 

 

CONSTRUCTION AND USE REGULATIONS 

Q2: Do uncertainties surrounding construction and use provisions cause difficulties in practice? We 
are particularly interested in whether uncertainties over regulations 104, 107 or 110 are delaying 
trials or making it more difficult to obtain insurance. 

Not in a position to make a constructive comment on this. 

 

Q3: Are the various exemptions easy to navigate, or do they put any unnecessary obstacles in the 
way of trialling new forms of vehicle? 

Not in a position to make a constructive comment on this. 

 

Q4: We seek views on whether any particular construction and use provisions should be maintained 
in the interests of safety, even for trials and demonstrations. 

Not in a position to make a constructive comment on this. 

 



CIVIL LIABILITY 

Q5: Is remote driving likely to cause victims undue delay and expense in claiming compensation; or 
could it defeat claims altogether? 

Yes. The reason for this answer reflects many aspects of my response, so I will state them all 
here to give a cohesive argument, then refer back to them from later questions for 
consistency. 

Adequacy of communications network and cyber security. 

This is the critical aspect. We have seen 4 recent CCAV funded IUK projects which have 
started to address the practical challenges of removing the safety driver, and all have used 
some sort of remote assistance / remote driving. There have also been recent projects and 
demonstrations from Imperium Drive and Trilvee for pure remote driving. From a personal 
viewpoint, I have also been involved in remote control of vehicles in various projects when I 
was an employee at MIRA, later Horiba MIRA, so have some personal experience of the 
issues. 

Communications can be split into various types. The key ones are: 

Private – direct 

In this, the remote operator / driver sends a radio signal of some sort directly to the subject 
vehicle. The type of radio signal, (frequency, power, etc) is determined by the licence held by 
the user or by restrictions placed on that open frequency segment by OFCOM. In practice, this 
is possible for some very short-range activities, but rarely further than line of sight.  

This approach was used by some of the recent projects – it was OK for testing basic 
functionality of the remote operator equipment and the vehicle response, but the unrealistic in 
terms of communications issues or development of a production level system. This was 
accepted and recognized by those project teams as a future task in readiness for a future 
deployment. 

Private – network 

Similar to the above with similar constraints but the range can be greater with a network of 
dedicated communications towers and infrastructure. This is expensive. The test beds utilize 
such systems for testing. Roll-out over any significant area is extremely expensive. Personal 
experience is that such networks are not “fit-and-forget”. They can and do fail regularly for a 
variety of reasons and require almost constant attention to maintain even a moderately reliable 
service. This raises operational costs well beyond the cost of the OFCOM licence renewal – 
which may in itself be rather expensive. 

Public network – general 

It is possible to use the public 4G / 5G infrastructure to conduct remote driving or assistance. 
However, the networks need to be commercially sustainable which requires a substantial, paid 
data traffic throughput. If the existing “background” data traffic represents a substantial 
proportion of the bandwidth, then the remaining amount may not be sufficient when needed for 
remote driving. This was illustrated graphically at the ENCODE project demonstration of 
remote driving over public 4G. The system worked before the demonstration, but when the 
visitors arrived, each with a mobile phone, the local cell bandwidth was swamped causing 
substantially degraded service for the Streetdrone demonstration. That was a predictable 



occurrence, but many such data traffic surges may not be predictable for a remote operator. 
They are certainly not controllable. 

Public network – sliced 

In order to get around the public network issues above, a mobile network operator can “slice” 
their bandwidth and reserve part for a specific customer. The customer pays a premium for 
this “guaranteed” service, and the costs generally reflect how much bandwidth is reserved, the 
demand on the public side and the costs of the installation. This is costly for the “dedicated” 
customer so it is normally only economic if they are using most of their sliced bandwidth for 
most of the time. 

Remotely driven vehicles are likely to operate over areas spanning several or many cells. 
They may need large quantities of bandwidth to transmit high resolution video with low latency. 
This wildly fluctuating bandwidth demand on the network means that a substantial level of 
redundant bandwidth is required. The more vehicles which might use that cell at one time, the 
greater that redundant bandwidth needs to be. This is not conducive to a solution which is both 
reliable and economic, whether private, public or sliced. It may even be the case that sufficient 
bandwidth simply does not exist at any price, for some quantities of remotely operated 
vehicles in urban areas – the spectrum available is finite. 

Conclusion – Networks 

Whilst simple trials may work in “quiet” areas of a communications network, these do not scale 
to other data congested areas reliably without a substantial cost, if indeed possible at all. 

Cyber Security 

The CAV industry has begun to realise that cyber security is an unhelpful term. No system can 
ever be fully secure. Cyber “resilience” is more important. This is a constantly evolving world: a 
battle between hackers and system defenders, with both sides having successes and failures. 
Whilst standards for cyber security evolve, the tools to defeat them also evolve. The current 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) techniques represent a solid and reasonable defensive 
architecture today, but the advent of quantum computing is considered likely to render PKI 
largely useless. The MOD recently took delivery of their first quantum computer – for the 
security services to evaluate. Quantum computing is real and the likelihood of actors using it to 
break existing security systems is extremely high in the medium term, possibly sooner. 

Hence, cyber security can never be considered to be absolute. Threats evolve and we hope 
defence mechanisms can evolve to keep pace, but there are no guarantees. 

Encryption 

Encryption is seen as a mechanism to improve cyber resilience. It is much more difficult to 
hack into an encrypted message and create a plausible message than to do so with an 
unencrypted message. However, encryption takes time and can increase overall latency. The 
severity of the latency increase depends on the encryption type and the processing power 
being used. 

Denial of Service 

Whilst a cyber attack is a direct attempt to tamper with a signal to change that signal, a denial 
of service approach is more crude. A signal is transmitted on a frequency which swamps the 
legitimate signal so that it does not get through.  



This could be done deliberately by a physically local hostile actor (rare at the moment, but not 
unheard of – particularly by criminals for jamming tracker signals when stealing high value 
goods). Or it could be accidental, from an elderly or vintage vehicle with an inadequately 
suppressed ignition system, or even from a nearby petrol lawn mower with a frayed ignition 
lead.    

Weather 

Certain weather conditions can cause a substantial reduction in communications bandwidth, 
either between the vehicle and the local cell antenna or on radio based back-haul. 

Communications Conclusions 

There are so many issues and problems in establishing and maintaining a guaranteed 
communications signal of sufficient bandwidth and low latency to the vehicle, that it is, to all 
intents and purposes, impossible. 

Assuming that we require a level of safety which equals that of an on-board driver, no remote 
driving communications system can ever be sufficiently safe to support remote driving on UK 
roads.    

We could, in theory, agree to a safety level below that which equals that of an on-board driver, 
but this triggers 2 related questions: 

• How much lower is acceptable? This is an ethical decision which requires some 
scrutiny and consideration. It might be possible to arrive at some quantifiable level. 

• How can anyone determine what that level is for any application? This, as shown in 
the paragraphs above, is almost impossible to determine. There are too many 
unknowns which may be highly variable in magnitude and which cannot be controlled. 

Due to the latter question and its answer, I do not consider this approach to viable. 

Achieving an MRC….. requires an ADS 

To have a remote operation system which is acceptably safe, then the vehicle must be able to 
operate safely when independent of the remote service. As a minimum, the system must be 
able to bring the vehicle to a Minimal Risk Condition using a Minimal Risk Maneuver. Simply 
stopping irrespective of the prevailing road and traffic conditions will not be safe nor 
acceptable in many cases. This means that the vehicle will require some sort of ADS, so must 
be treated as an automated vehicle with all the associated implications from the Law 
Commissions’ Report. 

The ERDO Problem 

If we were to adopt the ERDO concept described in chapter 10, then we would have a 
confusion of responsibility. When the remote driver was driving the vehicle, the ERDO would 
have legal responsibility and their insurance would need to cover any incidents. When the 
communications fail, the responsibility would fall to the NUIC operator or the ASDE depending 
on the split in roles and responsibility. The insurance policy of one or both would be 
responsible to cover incidents and damages. In reality, those communications will “jitter” and 
operational responsibility together with insurance liability would, presumably, oscillate between 
those organisations at the same time as the jitter. 

 



Finally….. My answer to Q5 

Yes, remote driving is likely to cause victims undue delay and expense in claiming 
compensation; and could well defeat claims altogether due to the lack of clarity of who has 
legal responsibility for actions or inactions when connectivity fails partially or intermittently. The 
issue is similar to that of L3 handover, but magnified and confused as the repeated changes in 
responsibility between NUIC operator and ERDO may be random, very fast and highly 
unpredictable. 

 

THE SAFETY CHALLENGES OF REMOTE DRIVING 

Q6: We have identified that any system to regulate beyond line-of-sight driving needs to consider the 
following: 

(1) the adequacy of the communication network; 

(2) cybersecurity; 

(3) workstation layouts; 

(4) staff training; 

(5) staff health, fitness and vetting; 

(6) staff attention and rest periods; and 

(7) incident protocols. 

Apart from the above, are there any additional challenges to consider? 

Yes , several 

a) What happens vehicle-side, when the communications system fails, particularly when the 
comms fails, recovers, fails, recovers, etc. in rapid succession? Do we really think that 
simply coming to a “safe stop” is adequate? Especially when we are requiring AVs to 
perform an MRM to achieve an MRC under similar circumstances? 

b) What data feeds should be mandatory, in addition to forward view? Rear view, side views, 
audio feeds, vehicle component or system failures (which?), accident / incident data, etc.? 

c) Communication of intent to other road users, beyond basic direction indicators e.g. waving 
a pedestrian across the road, etc. 

Q7: If remote driving fails (through loss of connectivity, for example), how sophisticated would a risk 
mitigation system need to be?  

Basically, it would need to be an ADS. 

Would it effectively need to be an automated driving system, and regulated as such? 

Yes, definitely. The system would need to execute any required MRM to achieve a suitable 
MRC: it would be an ADS, and be regulated as such. 

 

 



REMOTE DRIVING FROM ABROAD 

Q8: We welcome views on how the problems raised by remote driving from outside the jurisdiction 
can be addressed. 

As per my answer to question 5, I do not think that there should be any remote driving at all. 
Most of the problems raised in my answer to Q5 become magnified when the remote driver is 
more remote, (geographically further away with longer and likely more complex 
communications pathways) 

The question is still valid for remote assistance, however. Remote assistance will require the 
individual to have some knowledge and experience of the vehicle type, UK road rules, UK road 
etiquette and knowledge of the area of deployment. I think that this is where an “ERDO-like” 
organisation would be helpful, but only for assistance, not driving. Such an organisation could 
be licenced by an appropriate UK authority. The ERDO-like organisation assures that authority 
(with appropriate evidence) that the individual providing the remote assistance has a UK 
driving licence suitable for the vehicle type, is familiar with UK road rules, etiquette, the vehicle 
type and has sufficient knowledge of the deployment areas. This individual does not need to 
be physically in the UK when assisting, but the ERDO-like organisation must be able to prove 
such suitability.  

It may be that, for example, an Indian company sends over employees to get a UK driving 
licence, understand the vehicle and the routes, then returns back to India to undertake the 
actual assistance work. As long as the organisation agrees to be bound by UK law in its 
operations, and interacts suitably with the authority, there is no reason why they could not 
become a licenced “ERDO-like” remote assistance organisation.   

 

Q9: Should remote driving on roads in Great Britain from outside the UK be prohibited? 

Remote driving should be prohibited, but remote assistance from outside the UK might be 
possible – as per my answer to Q8. 

 

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 

Q10: We would be grateful if stakeholders could inform us about their experience of any of these 
regimes. 

No experience of these regimes 

 

SHORT-TERM REFORM 

Whilst the title of this section is short-term reform, the issues raised need to be resolved for the 
longer term too. I do not see that there is a significant priority change from short to long term. 
Safety requirements should drive the legislation and safety hazards will not wait for a long-
term reform. 

In this section, my responses relate to remote assistance, not to remote driving. 



Q11: Should the Road Vehicles (Authorisation of Special Types) (General) Order 2003 be 
amended? In particular, we welcome views on whether amendments should: 

(8) specify that regulation 104 is satisfied if the driver of a special vehicle has a view of the road 
ahead through a screen, provided that appropriate steps have been taken to ensure safety; 

In my opinion, regulation 104 is too simplistic, even before we consider it for remote 
operations. Current type approval requires that mirrors (or rear-view cameras + screens) are 
required for almost all vehicles. Common sense suggests that this is for safety – specifically so 
the driver knows what is happening behind the vehicle, so Regulation 104 is obviously 
inadequate as it only requires a view of the road ahead. Reg. 104 also fails to recognise that 
awareness of the roadside is also important. A child emerging from a school or from behind an 
ice-cream van in a layby are obvious cases where attention to the roadside are crucial to 
safety. 

There is no reason why special vehicles should be less safe than all other vehicles. For 
remote operation, the driver / assistant also needs to understand what is behind them – 
whether for changing lanes, reversing, to observe an emergency vehicle, or to be able to 
observe the remains of damage to their vehicle or worse, a VRU victim on the roadway.  

There might be some interpretation being made of what is meant by “the road ahead”. If a 
vehicle is reversing, is the road ahead actually the road behind? i.e. does “ahead” mean “in the 
direction of travel” rather than in the direction of the generally accepted “front” of the vehicle? 

If the latter is the legal interpretation, then Reg.104 is still inadequate. With electrification and 
in-wheel drive systems, novel steering systems are appearing which allow all-wheel steering 
and “crab” motion sideways. Travelling sideways can hardly be described as moving forwards, 
yet a remote assistance operator of such a vehicle would need to know what is to the side of 
the vehicle. In practice, not only does the remote assistance operator and an in-vehicle driver 
need to be able to see what is on the road in the direction of travel, they also need to be able 
to see in the intended direction of travel – which may be different. 

The inadequacy of Regulation 104 should not be an excuse for failing to monitor around any 
vehicle, whether driven or assisted by a person within or remote from the vehicle. 

 

(9) specify that regulation 107 is satisfied by remote supervision, provided that the user has taken 
appropriate steps to prevent interference with the vehicle; 

It can be satisfied by remote supervision but a certain minimum level of monitoring must be 
established to be acceptable. I suggest that 360 degree video coverage, audio feed and 
intrusion detection be part of that minimum. If the remote monitoring by a human is not 
continuous (such as when one person monitors multiple vehicles) then automatic systems 
must alert the person when potential interference is suspected or there is a clear threat. 

(10) make any exemptions contingent on the user obtaining written consent from the road authority 
to use the vehicle on a particular road; and 

This appears reasonable but other bodies may need consultation before the road authority 
grants written consent. Presumably processes are in place to ensure this already? 

(11) permit trials and demonstrations with a commercial element to them? 



This is not a simple question. There may well be a desire by some organisations to avoid 
certain aspects of approval / licencing by obscuring commercial services under the cloak of 
trials and demonstrations. Applying certain conditions to the permit could alleviate this but care 
would be required to ensure prevention of abuse. One aspect may be to time limit the trials 
and demonstration period. However, even this might be unsuitable under some circumstances 
(such as providing passenger services for a rare or one-off event). Income limiting and 
geofencing might also be useful controls. Thought and consideration would be required for 
suitable constraining conditions, before this could be considered acceptable.  

 

Q12: Should any provisions of the CCAV Code of Practice relating to remote driving be added to the 
Highway Code? 

No. The text used in the Code of Practice is unhelpful unless read with a full understanding of 
the implications.  Let us consider the following extract: 

“Those looking to undertake a remote-controlled trial of an automated vehicle on public roads 
or other public places (see section 4.6 for clarity on other public places) will need to assure 
themselves that the remote-control system is able to deliver the same level of safety as having 
a driver inside of the vehicle.” 

Due to the issues raised above in the answer to Q5, it will never be possible that the remote-
control system is able to deliver the same level of safety as having a driver inside of the 
vehicle. To suggest, as the Code of Practice does, that it might be possible is unhelpful and 
misleading. 

The subject of connectivity is similarly unhelpful and misleading. It states: 

“Those conducting remote-controlled vehicle tests should mitigate and safely respond to risks 
associated with network access. Remote-controlled operation may fail if there is wider 
communication network failure, or if access to the communication network is throttled. Trialling 
organisations should have a full understanding of connectivity in chosen operational domains.” 

This suggests that “understanding the connectivity” in the chosen domain is possible in 
advance of the deployment. It isn’t. The answers to Q5 make it clear that connectivity quality 
and capability is not a simple, static concept. Many things will change and will affect 
performance. The very best an organisation can hope for is to understand how good or bad 
the connectivity is in real-time by monitoring it. Planning to cope with problems should 
consider the worst cases – no connectivity at all, and intermittent connectivity which might lead 
to lack of understanding or even system clarity of who has responsibility.  

The Code of Practice does, however, make a helpful point, but again, it is not explicit. It states:  

“Such safety outcomes may be achieved through two-way, real-time communications links and 
full processes to deal with any failures.” 

What is implied but not explicit is that the “processes to deal with any failures” effectively 
means the vehicle must be able to make itself safe – which means an MRM to an MRC – 
which demands some form of ADS. This supports the concept that a remote “driving” 
capability could only ever be used with a vehicle that has some fully automated capabilities. 

So, in summary, no, the Code of Practice wording in relation to “Remote-controlled operation” 
is unhelpful and misleading and should not form part of the Highway Code. With suitable re-



writing to become helpful, clear and explicit, there may be some benefit in its inclusion, 
however. 

 

Q13: Are changes needed to construction and use regulations to enable the safe introduction of 
remote driving? 

As explained above, remote driving cannot be guaranteed to be sufficiently safe when 
compared with a human driver in the vehicle. The question is valid for remote assistance, 
however. 

The first question should be whether Construction and Use Regulations (C & U) cover the 
vehicle only, or the vehicle, the communications system and the remote assistance terminal or 
some combination?  

Logically, the “system” contains all of these components, and they should be treated together 
as a complete system, as that is how they will be used. Can C & U be applied to a 
telecommunications system? It seems unlikely.  

If we exclude the connectivity aspects (and assume that they are unreliable), there is some 
logic in including aspects of the vehicle and remote terminal in C & U. Various areas are 
suggested below: 

1) Perception and localisation. There should be basic acceptable vision standards for the 
remote assistance operator to be able to see what is around the vehicle. It would be 
reasonable to assume that this should be a full surround vision system with a suitable 
vertical range showing what is close to the vehicle and potential overhead hazards. The 
resolution, refresh rate, dynamic range, display brightness and latency should all have 
prescribed minimum specifications. The performance in adverse lighting and/or weather 
conditions should be no more affected than it would for a human driver in the vehicle. An 
external audio feed should also be included. 

2) Non-standard perception equipment. If a non-standard perception feature is added (such 
as a night vision or radar overlay), the meaning of information from this should be 
immediately obvious without the remote assistance operator looking away from the normal 
vision video feed. Standards may need to be developed for this.  

3) Controls. The remote assistance operator controls should mimic those of the actual vehicle 
if it can be driven by an on-board driver. Alternatively these should mimic a logically 
related vehicle if it can’t. Control design and markings must meet the requirements of the 
in-vehicle equivalent. For example, the Microsoft Xbox controller markings do not meet the 
requirements of ECE Reg.121, (Uniform provisions concerning the approval of vehicles 
with regard to the location and identification of hand controls, tell-tales and indicators) so 
should not be acceptable. 

4) Protecting and understanding issues with passengers. If passengers can be carried in the 
vehicle, then an internal audio and video feed to the remote operator must cover them too.  

5) MRCs / MRMs. As mentioned several times earlier, if the communications system fails, 
then the vehicle must execute a suitable MRM to achieve a suitable MRC. Standards 
should be developed to guide exactly what MRCs are appropriate under a suitable range 
of foreseeable conditions (road type and layout, traffic, weather, etc.) 

6) Abandonment. In order to satisfy the abandonment issue of Regulation 107, there may 
need to be related C & U requirement which is along the lines of my answer to Q11, sub-
section 9. 



REGULATION IN THE LONGER TERM 

Q14: To distinguish clearly between organisational and individual responsibilities, should the 
organisation behind remote driving be referred to with new terminology, as an Entity for Remote 
Driving Operation (or ERDO)? 

No. As per my explanation in answer to Q5, remote driving is inherently less safe than for a 
reasonable in-vehicle driver, therefore unacceptable. Remote assistance for an ADS is 
possible but an ADS is always required for MRMs, so there will always be a NUIC operator. 
The activities of the NUIC operator should encompass the appropriate activities of a remote 
assistance operator where remote assistance is deployed. Having a separate ERDO would 
add confusion over responsibilities, especially when connectivity is glitchy and unreliable. 

Q15(1): Should primary legislation make it an offence to drive (or cause or permit a person to drive) 
a vehicle beyond line of sight unless the vehicle is overseen by a licensed ERDO? 

Primary legislation should make it an offence to drive (or cause or permit a person to drive) a 
vehicle beyond line of sight, as per my recommendation in my answer to Q1, section 3, 
second para. It should also make it an offence to assist an automated vehicle remotely unless 
the vehicle is overseen by a licenced NUIC operator. The NUIC operator could sub-contract 
this activity to an “ERDO-like” organisation, but would retain overall responsibility. The ERDO-
like organisation would still need to be approved against various requirements however. 

Q15(2): For these purposes, is it appropriate to define a “beyond line-of-sight” driver as one who 
relies on connectivity to see all or part of the driving environment? 

My answer to this question is in 2 parts. The first answers the question directly accepting the 
term “driver” in the question. The second answers the question as though the term “remote 
assistance operator” was used. 

Answer using the word “driver” 

Let us consider a vehicle being driven by an on-board human driver with poor or no direct 
vision of the road. An example could be a piece of mobile machinery (such as mobile crane) 
with gross blind spots. It could even be an armoured vehicle with no windows whatsoever. 
These may use or indeed completely rely upon external cameras feeding internal displays to 
give the driver adequate vision. The cameras are “connected” to the screens, so the driver is 
relying on that “connectivity”. The robustness of that direct, hard-wired connectivity is likely to 
be high, so I propose that it should not be covered by terminology intended for remote 
operations. i.e. The term “connectivity” is unhelpful for remote operations – perhaps a term 
such as “radio based communications” would be more appropriate. 

To answer they question I believe you intended to ask: “For these purposes, is it appropriate to 
define a “beyond line-of-sight” driver as one who relies on radio based communications to see 
all or part of the driving environment?”, my answer is No. Any degree of control “beyond line-
of-sight” should be minimal and the person or system not considered as a “driver”. 

Answer using the term “remote assistance operator” 

…. (and also using the term “radio-based communications”)  

Is it appropriate to define a “beyond line-of-sight” remote assistance operator as one who 
relies on radio-based communications to see all or part of the driving environment?  Yes. 



Q16: To obtain a licence, should an ERDO be required to show that it: 

(12) is of good repute; 

(13) has appropriate financial standing; 

(14) conducts its operation within Great Britain; and 

(15) is professionally competent to run the service? 

The activities attributed to an ERDO (except remote driving) should be undertaken by the 
NUIC operator. The Law Commissions Report recommended the above for the NUIC operator 
– and I still agree with that. 

Q17: Should an ERDO be required to submit a safety case to show how it will operate remotely 
driven vehicles safely? 

Vehicles cannot be driven remotely and sufficiently safely – see my answer to Q5 

A NUIC operator should be required to submit a safety case for remote assistance if this is 
part of the service they will provide.  

Q18: Should an ERDO face criminal offences where misrepresentations and nondisclosure in the 
safety case have implications for safety? 

A NUIC operator should face criminal offences where misrepresentations and nondisclosure in 
the safety case have implications for safety. 

Q19: Should an ERDO NUIC operator be under a duty: 

(1) to ensure that the driver remote assistance operator is able to drive assist safely by: 

(a) taking reasonable care that connectivity is suitable;    Yes 

(b) ensuring that in the absence of connectivity or driver input, the vehicle comes to a safe stop; No 
– it must come to an MRC by executing an MRM 

(c) providing suitable work-stations; Yes – where these mimic a driving environment as per my 
answer to Q13 and 

(d) maintaining suitable training, vetting, health checks, working hours and breaks; Yes (including 
UK driving licence, knowledge of the vehicle and of the deployment area) 

(2) to maintain the vehicle (including software updates and cybersecurity); Yes 

(3) to check that any load is safe and secure before that journey starts, and ensure that the number 
of passengers does not overload the vehicle; Yes – but not only before the journey starts, also 
during the journey. If a human driver in a vehicle is expected to notice and correct a load which 
becomes loose or unsafe in some way (including catching fire), then that same responsibility should 
rest with the NUIC operator. Some aspects might be covered by the ASDE if systems are included in 
the vehicle to allow such monitoring. This might include cameras monitoring the passengers or load, 
etc. 

(4) to insure the vehicle; Yes 

(5) following an incident, to provide information to other road users, the police and the regulator; Yes 
– and any official accident investigation organisation. 



(6) not to impede traffic flow by (for example) ensuring that vehicles are not left in inappropriate 
places; Yes 

(7) to check the route and pay any tolls and/or charges; Yes 

(8) to respond to the regulator’s requests for information about the safety of remote driving 
assistance; Yes    and 

(9) any other duties not mentioned above? No 

 

Q20: To claim compensation should a person: 

(1) have a right to claim compensation from the ERDO NUIC operator for injuries caused by a 

breach of the first three ERDO NUIC operator duties outlined above, subject to the normal law of 
contributory negligence? 

Possibly – with the exception of 1) b) which would be the responsibility of the ASDE 

If there is an undue risk of confusion (unlikely) then maybe the route suggested in (2) below is 
more appropriate. 

(2) Alternatively, should an insurer be liable irrespective of where the fault lies (in a similar way to the 
Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018)? 

As above – only if there is a risk of confusion of responsibility between the ASDE and the 
NUIC operator. This really should not happen as the safety cases should identify responsibility 
splits between them, but until we have real-world experience, we should assume that 
confusion is possible. 

 

Q21: Should the regulator have power to impose a range of sanctions on an ERDO NUIC operator, 
including improvement notices, civil penalties and (in serious cases) withdrawal of licence?  Yes 

 

Q22: Should the regulator have powers to inspect remote operation centres, both in the event of a 
problem and more generally?  Yes 

 

Q23: Should the law provide individuals who drive beyond line of sight with: 

(1) an immunity from being prosecuted for any issues concerned with roadworthiness, loading and 
seat belts which are beyond the driver’s knowledge and control;  

Individuals should not drive beyond the line of sight. As above, they should only assist an 
ADS, but the ADS remains responsible for the DDT, so issues relating to roadworthiness, 
loading and seat belts will lie with either the ASDE or the NUIC operator, depending on the 
split of responsibilities as per the safety cases. There is a reasonable expectation that for 
personal safety reasons, any passengers should be covered by an audio and a video feed 
which might establish seat belt usage, but this could and perhaps should, be augmented by 
conventional seat belt usage detection systems (typically a switch in the belt buckle and a 



weight sensor on the seat pan under the foam). Similarly, loading hazards could be monitored 
by video cameras. 

Intelligence in image recognition software could allow for passenger or load issues to be 
identified on the vehicle, with a warning and perhaps a short, specific video feed being 
transmitted to the remote assistance operator, rather than a continuous feed requiring 
continuous human remote monitoring. This would reduce the communications bandwidth 
challenge. 

and 

(2) a defence to a driving charge if a competent and careful driver in the same circumstances could 
not have avoided the offence? 

There should be no driving charges as the remote assistant should not have responsibility for 
the DDT. 

 

Remote Assistance – Non-Human 

Finally, I would like to raise an issue which I believe is missing from the Remote Driving Issues 
Paper.  

There appears to be an assumption that any remote driving or assistance would always be human. 
This may not always be the case. The level of sophistication of an ADS required to cope with 
extreme edge or corner cases may not be cost effective to deploy to every vehicle, but might be 
more cost effective in a single, fixed location, for use remotely when required, rather than having 
human operators.  

One could imagine a scenario (such as an extreme weather event, natural disaster or hostile action) 
where many vehicles are affected in a similar way which was never envisaged by the ASDE or NUIC 
operator. The remote assistance of such a large fleet using a central supercomputer with an AI 
trained in real-time to cope with the specific scenario, might be quite practical. Perhaps much more 
practical than to bring in dozens, hundreds or even thousands of human operators to try to cope, 
even assuming that enough remote workstations actually existed somewhere. 

I think that thought and consideration should be made regarding the use of non-human, central, 
remote automation assistance, and legislation changes should be flexible enough to allow and 
control the behaviour of any such future systems. 


